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QUANTITATIVE FLOW IMAGING IN THE HUMAN UMBILICAL VESSELS IN-UTERO 

USING NON-GATED 2D PHASE CONTRAST MRI 

 

ABSTRACT: 

 

BACKGROUND:  Volumetric assessment of afferent blood flow rate provides a measure of 

global organ perfusion. Phase-contrast magnetic resonance imaging (PCMRI) is a reliable tool 

for volumetric flow quantification, but given the challenges with motion and lack of physiologic 

gating signal, such studies, in-vivo on the human placenta, are scant.  

PURPOSE: To evaluate and apply a non-gated phase-contrast magnetic resonance imaging (ng-

PCMRI) for quantifying blood flow rates in-utero in umbilical vessels 

STUDY TYPE: Prospective study design 

STUDY POPULATION: 24 pregnant women with median gestational age (GA) 30 4/7 weeks and 

IQR 8 1/7weeks.  

FIELD STRENGTH/SEQUENCE: All scans were performed on a 3.0T Siemens Verio using the 

ng-PCMRI technique.    

ASSESSMENT: The GA dependent increase in umbilical vein (UV) and arterial (UA) flow was 

compared to previously published values. Systematic error to be expected from ng-PCMRI, in 

the context of pulsatile UA flow and partial voluming, was studied through Monte-Carlo 

simulations, as a function of resolution and number of averages. 

STATISTICAL TESTS: Correlation between the UA and UV was evaluated using a generalized 

linear model. 

 

RESULTS: Simulations showed that ng-PCMRI measurement variance reduced by increasing the 

number of averages. For vessels on the order of 2 voxels in radius, partial voluming led to 10% 

underestimation in the flow. In fetuses, the average flow rates in UAs and UV were measured to 

be 203 ± 80 ml/min and 232 ± 92 ml/min and the normalized average flow rates were 140 ± 59 

ml/min/kg and 155 ± 57 ml/min/kg, respectively. Excellent correlation was found between the 

total arterial flow vs. corresponding venous flow, with a slope of 1.08 (p = 0.036) 

DATA CONCLUSION: Ng-PCMRI can provide accurate volumetric flow measurements in-utero 

in the human umbilical vessels. Care needs to be taken to ensure sufficiently high-resolution data 

are acquired to minimize partial voluming related errors. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The growth and development of the human fetus is supported through an effective maternofetal 

circulation and nutrient exchange. Assessment of fetoplacental hemodynamics using ultrasound Doppler 

velocimetry parameters such as, pulsatility index (PI), resistance index (RI), peak velocities during 

diastole and systole (S/D ratio), or presence/absence of  notch in the uterine arteries blood flow 

waveform, is performed routinely during pregnancy [1, 2]. Indeed, in cases of severe fetal growth 

restriction (FGR), increased umbilical artery PI is found to be a useful indicator of fetal distress and a 

good predictor of adverse perinatal outcome [3, 4]. While these indices characterize blood flow dynamics, 

they do not provide estimates of volumetric blood flow rates in the umbilical vessels. Quantifying 

volumetric blood flow rates in major fetoplacental vessels could help in evaluating bulk organ perfusion 

which is an important physiologic parameter.  

 

Doppler US may be used for such assessment. However, the accuracy and repeatability of Doppler based 

volumetric flow measurements in fetal vessels is affected by factors like insonation angle and the absence 

of accounting for the spatial velocity profile [5-7]. Furthermore, flow measurements based on Doppler 

estimations may not be possible to obtain when vessels are located in close proximity to a highly 

echogenic tissue such as bone, or in cases of reduced amniotic fluid (oligohydramnios). Magnetic 

resonance imaging (MRI) provides a strong adjunct to US in fetal diagnostic imaging [8, 9] and offers 

quantitative imaging capability with large fields-of-view at high resolutions that is relatively operator 

independent. Furthermore, phase contrast magnetic resonance imaging (PCMRI), is one of the most 

accurate methods for measuring in-vivo blood flow rates and is routinely used clinically in neonates, 

children and in adult subjects for blood or cerebrospinal fluid flow quantification [10-12]. In addition, 

evaluation of bulk organ perfusion or oxygen delivery and/or consumption rates in-utero would also 

require the information about the blood flow rates in fetoplacental vessels using MRI. Such approaches 

are increasingly becoming important in the study of the most frequent obstetric complications [13].  
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Studies applying PCMRI for evaluating fetal and/or placental blood flow, however, are scant, 

perhaps due to a) the lack of physiologic gating signal (fetal echocardiography or fetal pulse monitor) 

within the MRI system that facilitates synchronization of data acquisition for time-resolved flow 

quantification; and b) fetal motion. Specifically, the latter aspect necessitates fast imaging methods that 

minimize chances of data corruption from fetal movements. To address the former aspect, approaches like 

data-driven self-gating [14], and the use of MR safe fetal cardiotocography equipment are active areas of 

research [15, 16]. However, application of these methods requires either complex reconstruction 

algorithms or custom hardware. Furthermore, due to their long acquisition times, these techniques are 

prone to fetal motion which precludes any useful measurement. Alternatively, non-gated phase contrast 

MRI (ng-PCMRI) is a fast method that can map time-averaged velocity in a spatially resolved manner, 

without the necessity of any gating signal. It thus enables measurement of average blood flow rates for 

conditions found in-vivo [17]. Given the above mentioned advantages of ng-PCMRI, in this work, we 

aimed to evaluate its applicability towards quantifying blood flow rates in-utero in human umbilical 

vessels. 

  

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

Non-gated PC-MRI sequence: 

The conventional 2D time-resolved PC imaging sequence with Cartesian data sampling was modified to 

phase encode without any gating and with the bipolar velocity encoding with positive and negative 

polarity occurring in consecutive repeat-times (TRi and TRi+1), as shown in Figure 1. Flow encoding is 

applied along the slice direction and two images are obtained as the output of the sequence - one with 

positive and the other with negative bipolar velocity encoding. The final PCMRI image is obtained by 

complex dividing the positive and negative velocity encoding data and taking the resultant phase image. 

Numerical simulations for umbilical flow measurement: 
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In ng-PCMRI, phase-encoding occurs over different cardiac phases, providing an average velocity 

measure in the final image. In the case of pulsatile flow, the vessel phase varies from view-to-view (i.e., 

phase encode to phase encode). This could introduce a bias in the average velocity measured, depending 

on the relative position of the phase-encode order and the pulsatile velocity-time curve. Averaging over 

multiple measurements can reduce such variability [18].  

To understand the nature of such errors for a typical velocity-time profile of flow in the umbilical 

vessels, we performed numerical simulations using a 2D digital flow phantom. For steady flow conditions 

without any pulsatility, as in the umbilical vein, ng-PCMRI does not lead to any systematic quantification 

error [18]. Hence, velocity-time profile of umbilical arteries, which have pulsatile flow, was considered in 

these simulations. Two sets of simulations were carried out to assess the degree of error in flow: 1) due to 

the typical variability in fetal heart rate during data acquisition [19]; and 2) due to partial volume effects. 

A laminar spatial flow profile was considered [20]. Anonymized umbilical artery blood flow velocity 

waveform from a normal fetus in third trimester was obtained from the local obstetrical care center. Using 

this waveform, a fetal blood flow velocity curve was generated for the entire duration of a simulated ng-

PCMRI acquisition, with a velocity value available for each TR of the acquisition. In generating this 

waveform, for multiple repeated simulations (see Nsim parameter below) typical fetal heart rate variability 

and amplitude variation in the flow were considered. Gaussian variability in the Fetal ECG period was 

introduced with a mean R-to-R interval value of 445msec and a standard deviation of 50msec. Similarly, 

the peak amplitude of the velocity-time curve was also varied with a mean peak value of 45 cms/sec and 

standard deviation of 4.5cms/sec (10%). Figure 2 illustrates a section of the velocity-time curve generated 

for digital simulation of ng-PCMRI.  

The digital flow phantom consisted of two concentric cylinders, set up within a 256x256 matrix. 

The inner cylinder, which represented the vessel (radius 16 pixels), was embedded in a larger outer 

cylinder (radius 103 pixels) simulating the background tissue. An arbitrary amplitude of 100 and 25 units 

were assigned to the vessel and background, respectively, which defined the magnitude M(x,y) of the 

signal. A laminar flow profile within the vessel lumen was simulated using Eq. 1. 
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���� = ���	 
1 − 
���

    Eq.1 

where, r is the radial distance of a point in the vessel from its center and R is the radius of the vessel.  

Similar to the actual data acquisition procedure in MR, velocities corresponding to each pair of 

consecutive TRs were taken and assigned to the vessel to generate the positive and negative bipolar 

phase-encode lines. The following equations summarize this process.  

�����,�� = ������, �� ⋅ � !",#$%%$&�,'�(� 
)����,�� = ������, �� ⋅ � !*,#$%%$&�,'�(�       Eq. 2 
 

+�,,�--�.�/� = 0
1 ⋅ ,�,'�
2$*3 �			− 5)678�	/ℎ�	��66�:

0	– 5)	/ℎ�	=>?�@ABC)8	/766C�      Eq. 3 

 

+D,,�--�.�/� = 0−
1 ⋅ ,�,'�
2$*3 �			− 5)678�	/ℎ�	��66�:

0	– 5)	/ℎ�	=>?�@ABC)8	/766C�  Eq. 4 

 

Here, �����,�� and )����,�� are the k-space lines corresponding to the positive and negative 
bipolar velocity encoding; j indicates the j

th
 phase encode line; +�,,�--�.�A, /� and +D,,�--�.�A, /� are the 

vessel phase corresponding to the positive and negative bipolar lobe encoding. ��DE is the velocity that 
corresponds to a phase of 1. Gaussian noise was added during the k-space generation such that the signal 
to noise ratio (SNR) in the background tissue was 5:1. A ��DE value of 50cm/sec was used. The final 

positive and negative bipolar encoded images were then complex divided to obtain the ng-PCMRI image. 

Short term averaging (Navg = number of averages) was simulated similarly, but with consecutive pairs of 

TRs now corresponding to the same phase encode step, for a duration of 2.TR.Navg. The generated Navg 

phase-encode lines for a given phase encode step were averaged (positive and negative encoding lines 

separately). The final ng-PCMRI image was generated by complex dividing the images corresponding to 

positive and negative bipolar encodings according to equation.  
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5��, �� = 	 FGHI[��K�]
FGHI[D�K�]	 Eq. 5 

The simulation was carried out for averages, Navg, ranging from 1 to 10 (step size = 1). Percent 

error in the velocity (or flow) from ng-PCMRI, relative to the corresponding theoretical average velocity, 

obtained from the input velocity-time curve, was then evaluated. The simulation was repeated, Nsim = 300 

times, where in each instance a different heart rate variability and amplitude variation were introduced in 

the umbilical velocity-time curve. For a given Navg, the standard deviation of the percent error, over the 

Nsim values, represented the systematic error expected from ng-PCMRI in the umbilical artery flow.  

Large voxel sizes relative to the vessel size leads to partial volume effects and consequent errors 

in the measurement of velocity and vessel cross sectional area (CSA). For assessing the influence of these 

factors in ng-PCMRI for pulsatile flow, a procedure similar to the one used by Jiang et al. [20], was 

employed. Briefly, instead of starting with a matrix size of 256x256, a larger matrix size is taken and 

condensed to the final matrix size of interest, by taking the central k-space region, to simulate partial 

voluming. Vessels of radii 2, 3, 4, 6 and 8 voxels in the final matrix size were simulated by starting with a 

vessel of size 32, 48, 64, 96 and 128 respectively in a matrix size of 4096x4096. Laminar flow profile as 

described earlier (Eq. 1) was used and velocity and flow error in the final partial-volumed vessel was 

evaluated as a function of vessel diameter. Simulations were carried out for Navg = 6 and Nsim = 20. In this 

assessment, the vessel CSA was measured automatically using a simple intensity threshold corresponding 

to 85% of the peak signal within the lumen in the magnitude images. 

Fetal Imaging:  

Pregnant women who were receiving care at Hutzel Women’s Hospital in Detroit, MI, USA, were non-

consecutively recruited in this study. Pregnant women, with singleton pregnancies, between the age of 18 

to 38 years and who were between 19 and 40 weeks gestation were approached for recruitment. The 

imaging study was approved by the local institutional review board (IRB) and was compliant with 

HIPAA regulations. All subjects imaged in this study were recruited in accordance with local IRB 

guidelines and written informed consent was obtained from them prior to the MRI scan. Subjects with 
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uncomplicated pregnancy, assessed based on their routine ultrasound examination, were recruited. The 

criteria for uncomplicated pregnancy was – a normal anatomical evaluation of the fetus, umbilical artery 

pulsatility index < 95th centile and estimated fetal weight to be within 10-90th centile for gestational age. 

The fetal weight was estimated using the equation provided in Hadlock et. al.,[21] which involved 

Ultrasound based evaluation of four fetal biometric parameters: biparietal diameter (BPD), head 

circumference (HC), abdominal circumference (AC) and femur length (FL). 

Fetal MRI scans were performed on a 3.0T Siemens Verio scanner (Erlangen, Germany) with a 4-

channel body flex array coil along with the spine coil. An additional 2 channel flex extremity receive coil 

was used in some patients with larger girth. As part of a larger study ng-PCMRI data was acquired 

whenever possible. The umbilical vessels were first localized using a non-contrast, non-breathold time-of-

flight MRA sequence [22]. Once the umbilical cord was localized, non-triggered phase contrast images 

using the modified sequence were acquired using the following parameters: TR of 14 milliseconds 

(msec), echo time (TE) of 7-9 msec, slice thickness of 3/4 mm, voxel size between (0.5 – 0.8) x (0.5 – 

0.8) mm
2
 and flip angle of 15

o
. The acquisition time for the sequence was 90 seconds for Navg = 6. The 

energy deposited, measured as whole-body SAR was consistently maintained below 0.5 W/kg. Within the 

limitations of time, acquisitions were repeated when fetal motion was encountered.  

The ng-PCMRI data was first evaluated for data quality and those with significant motion 

artifacts, which precluded measurement, were excluded from analysis. Subsequent to this initial 

assessment, N = 24 cases were included for quantitative analysis in this study: median gestational age - 30 

4/7 weeks and interquartile range - 8 1/7 weeks with a range of 24 weeks to 39 weeks and 5 days. Flow 

was quantified using an in-house software ‘flowQ’ developed in Matlab [23], that allowed for drawing a 

manual ROI. The analysis was carried out independently by two different observers (UK and BKY). The 

inter-rater agreement was statistically analyzed using the inter-class correlation coefficient (ICC). The 

fetal weight assessment was performed within 1 week prior to the MRI scan. The blood flow rate per unit 

fetal weight was also calculated by normalizing the net umbilical flow measures (for arteries and vein) by 

the corresponding estimated fetal weight. Correlation between the total umbilical arterial flow (both 
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arteries combined) vs the flow in umbilical vein, across the 24 fetuses, was also statistically evaluated 

using a generalized linear model. For all statistical tests, significance was defined by p < 0.05. 

 

RESULTS:  

Numerical Simulations: Figure 3 shows the mean percent error in the measured velocity and the 

corresponding standard deviation over Nsim=300, as a function of Navg. While the error itself is small, the 

variance in this error further decreased with increasing Navg. Given the mean error of 0.22% ± 1.5% for 

Navg = 6, we chose this number for in-vivo imaging as a reasonable trade-off between total imaging time 

and variance in the measurement. 

Figure 4 plots the percent error in the measured velocity and flow for vessels ranging from radius 

2 to radius 8 voxels for Navg = 6 and Nsim = 20. Measurement error in velocity and flow decreased as the 

vessel size (in voxels) increased and percent error in flow was smaller than that in velocity. For a vessel 

radius of 2 voxels, the error in flow was measured to be 10% ± 0.4% and at radius 3 voxels, 7.2% ± 0.5%.  

Fetal Umbilical Imaging: Figure 5 shows the representative magnitude and phase images from ng-

PCMRI which show the umbilical vessels where the opposite flow in the arteries and veins is indicated by 

the opposite phase signature in the phase images. The average flow across the 24 fetuses, in the two 

umbilical arteries combined, was 203 ± 80 ml/min and the corresponding flow in the umbilical vein was 

232 ± 92 ml/min with a range of 68 ml/min - 378 ml/min and 62 ml/min - 420 ml/min respectively. 

Excellent inter-observer agreement was found in non-gated umbilicus flow and velocity measurements: 

ICC-flow: (a) umbilical arteries r: 0.86 (p < 10
-6
) and (b) umbilical vein r: 0.96 (p < 10

-10
); ICC-velocity: 

(c) umbilical artery 1 r: 0.93 (p < 10
-10
); umbilical artery 2 r: 0.79 (p < 10

-06
); and (d) umbilical vein r: 

0.97 (p < 10
-10
). The flow in both the artery and the vein increased with increasing gestational age (Figure 

6). Total arterial flow (artery1 + artery2) vs. corresponding total venous flow correlated well with each 

other with a slope of 1.08 (p = 0.036) (fig. 7). The average blood flow per unit weight of the fetus, across 
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all the fetuses, was 140 ± 59 ml/kg per min and 155 ± 57 ml/kg per min in the umbilical artery and vein 

respectively.  

 

DISCUSSION: 

We have shown that measuring the average umbilical blood flow rate in-vivo using non-gated PCMRI is 

possible. Using Monte-Carlo simulations, we assessed the systematic error for velocity and blood flow for 

representative data in umbilical vessels. While the basic idea of ng-PCMRI imaging for fast acquisition 

was proposed over the last two decades, its use has been confined to a few applications due to limited 

precision in high pulsatility flow conditions [17, 24]. Also, while these previous works focused on the 

application of ng-PCMRI in major arteries in adults, our study focused on assessing its applicability in 

fetal vessels in-utero. 

The flow in the umbilical artery and vein ranged from 68.4 – 378 ml/min and 61.8 – 420 ml/min (GA 

range: 24 – 39 5/7 weeks) respectively. The average flow measured in this study using ng-PCMRI 

technique were  232 ± 92 ml/min in the umbilical vein and 203± 80 ml/min in the umbilical artery; these 

values were very similar to those reported by Lee et al [25] (vein 261 ± 98 ml/min; artery 226 ± 67 

ml/min). The average normalized flow in the umbilical vein in our cohort of subjects was 155 ml/min/kg, 

similar to 160 ± 62  ml/min/kg previously reported using retrospective gating [26]. The average flow in 

the umbilical artery was 140 ml/min/kg, which was within the range quoted in the previous studies 

(90ml/min/kg – 175 ml/min/kg) [27]. While umbilical vein flow correlated well with the combined flow 

of the arteries, umbilical artery flow is seen to be underestimated. The average flow in the vein across all 

the subjects was greater than the average of the combined flow in the two umbilical arteries by 

approximately 18%. This mismatch is comparable to that seen in a previous study that measured blood 

flow rates in the umbilical artery and vein in the same cohort of fetuses [25]. This underestimation in the 

umbilical artery flow may be explained in part by their small size and the consequent partial voluming. At 

33 weeks of gestation, the average area of the umbilical artery is 0.1 ± 0.01cm
2
 (radius~2 voxels) and that 

of the vein is 0.46 ± 0.7 cm
2
 (radius ~5 voxels) [25]. Simulation results showed that for vessels of radius 2 
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to 3 pixels, the error in flow estimation could be as large as 10% for a given vessel. The corresponding 

error in a vessel of radius ~ 5 voxels (umbilical vein) is less than 2%. Thus, the total flow in the two 

umbilical arteries could be underestimated by a factor greater than 10% which is similar to our data. 

These systematic errors due to the partial voluming are similar to what has been reported using 

conventional gated techniques, and could be responsible for the underestimation of the blood flow 

estimated in the umbilical arteries [20]. Partial voluming leads to an error in both, the quantified velocity 

as well as the area of the vessel, consequently leading to an error in the blood flow estimation. One way to 

minimize error in the final flow is by measuring the area by considering the outer radius of the vessel 

[20]. Following this guideline, we also used the outer radius of the vessel while evaluating the vessel CSA 

in the fetal data. The flow encoding in this study was only in the through plane (slice direction), however, 

the umbilical artery has a helical coil orientation leading to averaging over the slice thickness or only 

measuring the component of flow perpendicular to the slice. While the same was not a concern for the 

vein as they are homogeneous and the slice was positioned perpendicular to the umbilical cord. 

 The simulations included in this study only looked at the phase effects of the time varying 

velocity pattern. But changes in velocity would also lead to changes in the time-of-flight effect of blood 

and consequently the signal amplitude. Previous studies, however, have reported that the magnitude 

induced variations in the flow quantification is low and can be reduced further using low flip angle, 

relative to the Ernst angle [19]. Due to the time-of-flight effect, the effective T1 of blood for a 2D spoiled 

gradient echo imaging sequence depends on the slice thickness and average flow velocity. In case of 

simulations and the in-vivo data in the umbilical arteries, the average velocity was approximately 

�=15cm/sec. This results in an effective T1 for blood of �M�NN=27 msec, for a slice thickness of 4mm and 

blood T1 value of 1890msec [28]. The corresponding Ernst angle for flowing blood, for the TR = 14msec 

used in our sequence and simulations, is 58
o
. The flip angle of 15

o
 used in our experiments is much lower 

than the Ernst angle. The signal from flowing blood is more spin-density weighted in our in-vivo 

experiments and in our simulation, and hence view-to-view variations in the blood signal are 
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minimal/insignificant. In addition, the T1 relaxation of the fetal blood is comparable to the adult blood 

[29] and hence results from earlier studies can be readily extrapolated to fetal imaging.    

Few previous studies have reported the use of MRI based methods to quantify umbilical flow [30, 

31]. These previous reports were based on synthetic trigger approaches, where the data is oversampled 

and retrospectively sorted to reconstruct the images at different cardiac phases. However, this approach 

involves complex post processing, and limitations in the techniques preclude it from being used at early 

gestational ages [31]. The use of image based metric and periodicity constraints (modeled heart-rates) 

further imposes challenges in the reconstruction and quantification. We have shown that this ng-PCMRI 

approach can even be used in the second trimester of pregnancy. In ng-PCMRI, the venc can be reduced 

to improve the sensitivity of the measurements to the average velocity, while in pulse gated PCMRI the 

venc must be maintained high to correspond to the systolic velocity rates. This reduces the sensitivity for 

diastolic velocity, on the other hand in ng-PCMRI there would be no aliasing (phase-wraps) in the final 

phase images even if the instantaneous velocity during a few phase encode lines is greater than the venc 

as it encodes the average velocity [32].  

There are a few limitations in the study design of the current feasibility study. The data presented 

here could not be systematically compared with the triggered/standard measurements and the measure of 

accuracy is based on simulation, internal validation (artery vs. vein) or comparison with literature values. 

Comparison with corresponding volumetric flow measures from Doppler ultrasound in the same cohort of 

fetuses could not be performed in this feasibility study. Furthermore, as the ng-PCMRI data was collected 

as part of a larger ongoing study, ng-PCMRI measurements from only a small cohort of subjects was 

possible. Systematic comparison of ng-PCMRI and Doppler ultrasound values in a larger cohort of 

subjects would be the focus of our future study.  

In conclusion, the results of this study demonstrate the feasibility and applicability of non-gated 

phase contrast MRI for in-utero volumetric blood flow assessment in the human fetus. Fetal motion and 

poor SNR continue to be a challenge for the robust application of this in fetal imaging.  Nevertheless, this 

approach is readily transferable to clinical diagnostic studies due to the ease of imaging and 
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reconstruction. Potential to extend this approach beyond the umbilical cord to other fetal vessels exists, 

provided care is taken to avoid partial voluming and positioning the imaging slice perpendicular to the 

vessel. This approach in combination with other quantitative MRI imaging tools can provide a more 

comprehensive understanding of the developmental physiology and provide a sensitive biomarker for 

diagnosis of fetal distress. 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 

 

Figure 1: Sequence diagram of the non-gated phase contrast MRI (ng-PCMRI) showing the continuous 

acquisition without the need for any trigger signal. RF – radio frequency excitation pulse; ADC – analog 

to digital converter;  Gss- slice select gradient; GPE- phase encoding gradient; GRO- readout gradient. 

 

Figure 2: A section of the velocity-time curve generated after introduction of the beat-to-beat random 

variation in amplitude (±10%) and period (±50msec) of the fetal cardiac output. 

 

Figure 3: Error in the measured velocity as a function of number of averages (Navg). Data was simulated 

using a representative umbilical artery waveform incorporating the beat-to-beat variations in amplitude 

and duration of the cardiac cycle. 

Figure 4: Error in the measured velocity and flow as a function of vessel diameter. While velocity error is 

larger than flow error, both errors decrease as vessel size increases. Nsim = 20, Navg = 6.  

Figure 5: Magnitude (A, C) and the phase image (B, D) obtained from the PC-MRI. Representative 

images are shown from a second trimester fetus (right pair (A, B); GA – 25 4/7 weeks) and a third 

trimester (left pair (C, D); GA- 35 1/7 weeks). Note the different phase in the artery and the vein.  

 

Figure 6: Arterial and venous flow plotted across gestational age. Both show an expected increasing 

trend with respect to gestational age; however the arterial flow appears slightly underestimated.   

 

Figure 7: Combined umbilical arterial flow plotted across the corresponding venous flow.  
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Sequence diagram of the non-gated phase contrast MRI (ng-PCMRI) showing the continuous acquisition 
without the need for any trigger signal. RF – radio frequency excitation pulse; ADC – analog to digital 

converter;  Gss- slice select gradient; GPE- phase encoding gradient; GRO- readout gradient.  
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A section of the velocity-time curve generated after introduction of the beat-to-beat random variation in 
amplitude (±10%) and period (±50msec) of the fetal cardiac output.  
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Error in the measured velocity as a function of number of averages (Navg). Data was simulated using a 
representative umbilical artery waveform incorporating the beat-to-beat variations in amplitude and duration 

of the cardiac cycle.  
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Error in the measured velocity and flow as a function of vessel diameter. While velocity error is larger than 
flow error, both errors decrease as vessel size increases. Nsim = 20, Navg = 6.  
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Magnitude (A, C) and the phase image (B, D) obtained from the PC-MRI. Representative images are shown 
from a second trimester fetus (right pair (A, B); GA – 25 4/7 weeks) and a third trimester (left pair (C, D); 

GA- 35 1/7 weeks). Note the different phase in the artery and the vein.  
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Arterial and venous flow plotted across gestational age. Both show an expected increasing trend with 
respect to gestational age; however the arterial flow appears slightly underestimated.    
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Combined umbilical arterial flow plotted across the corresponding venous flow.  
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